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Foreword
By Peter Levine
In “The Civics of a Green New Deal,” Carmen Sirianni proposes civic strategies to address the climate crisis. A “civic”
approach means engaging citizens and a wide range of organizations in planning, negotiation, and coordinated action.
Command-and-control regulation and taxing-and-spending will not suffice. To see why, consider the example of
public transportation. If more people made more use of trains, we would burn less carbon and could mitigate local
effects of climate change by shifting commuting and development patterns to better locations. Public spending is
necessary for this purpose, but it is insufficient. To help the climate, large numbers of people must actually use new
public transportation options. If many residents oppose construction, they will block or delay public works projects in
their own backyards. On the other hand, if people have a say in where and how the money is spent, their input will
help to ensure that new transportation is genuinely popular and heavily used. People who are involved in the public
effort are also more likely to adjust their purchases, business decisions, and volunteering to benefit the environment.
Addressing the climate crisis is all the reason we need to make a CLEAN Future or Green New Deal civic. Sirianni
offers much advice, based on decades of experience and research, about how to incorporate public involvement in
such large-scale efforts. For readers who are primarily concerned about the environment, his paper speaks for itself.
I will, however, add another reason to support a civic version of the Green New Deal or CLEAN Future Act. Like the
environment, democracy faces deep challenges globally, arguably amounting to a second crisis. Freedom House has
“recorded global declines in political rights and civil liberties for an alarming 13 consecutive years, from 2005 to 2018.
The global average score has declined each year, and countries with net score declines have consistently
outnumbered those with net improvements.”1 Many powerful and influential countries are authoritarian (e.g., China)
or have moved from democracy toward authoritarianism (e.g., Brazil and India). Public opinion data from many
countries, including the United States, reveals disaffection with liberal and democratic values and growing support for
authoritarianism.2
Two responses are widely considered and promoted. One is to reform the processes or systems of democracy in a
given country: how elections are financed, how electoral districts are drawn, how rights are defined and enforced, how
corruption is investigated and punished, and related topics. The other response is to support political movements,
parties, and candidates who honor democratic principles while they also effectively address concrete problems that
matter to large constituencies, such as recessions, inequality, violence—or, indeed, climate change.
Both responses are appropriate and worthy, although the details vary in each country (and each US state). But there is
also another way to strengthen democracies. Citizens need opportunities to address crucial problems together. They
need the skills, encouragement, and support to be part of improving their own communities.They must work together
across demographic and partisan divides and with various kinds of institutions and professions. Such opportunities
generate support for democratic political systems. In their absence, we can expect alienation and polarization that
weaken democracy.
1. Freedom House, Freedom in the World, https://freedomhouse.org/report/freedom-world/freedom-world-2019.
2. Roberto Stefan Foa and Yascha Mounk, “The Signs of Deconsolidation,” Journal of Democracy, no. 1 (2017): 5-16.
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The original New Deal was designed to address an economic crisis. The unemployment rate reached 24.9%
in 1933. That was the main—and perhaps a sufficient—rationale to launch massive public works programs,
just as the climate crisis is the main reason for environmental programs today. But the original New Deal also
helped to save democracy at a time when most of the world was governed by dictators or foreign empires.
Americans gained a sense of agency, optimism, confidence, loyalty to democratic institutions, appreciation for
differences, and public purpose by serving in or cooperating with New Deal programs like the Works Progress
Administration (WPA). Many WPA projects explicitly extolled democracy in innovative and compelling ways
that still resonate today.3 The Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC) not only gave productive employment to the
same demographic group that was a bulwark of fascism in Europe—unemployed young men without college
educations—but also offered a nonpartisan curriculum in support of democracy.4
The New Deal did not adequately confront racial injustice. It largely preserved gender hierarchies. For these
reasons and others, it left the project of building democracy badly incomplete. But it arguably did more to
preserve and improve democratic institutions than any of the political reforms that occurred in the same era.
The change was cultural and proved lasting. The New Deal shifted behaviors, values, and expectations—
including expectations for racial justice, which bore fruit in the next generation.5
If the United States and other advanced economies attempt to address the climate crisis through substantial
public spending (which is the heart of the Green New Deal and CLEAN Future), they must again take the
opportunity to preserve and strengthen democracy. That means applying the detailed advice in Carmen
Sirianni’s paper.
3. Jane De Hart Mathews, “Arts and the People: The New Deal Quest for a Cultural Democracy,” The Journal of American History (1975): 316-339.
4. Melissa Bass, The Politics and Civics of National Service: Lessons from the Civilian Conservation Corps, VISTA, and AmeriCorps (Washington: Brookings
Institution Press, 2013).
5. Patricia Sullivan, Days of Hope: Race and Democracy in the New Deal Era (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2014).
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Executive Summary
A federal Green New Deal (GND) has entered our lexicon as a set of proposals
for addressing the climate crisis in the United States. It has sparked both
enthusiasm and skepticism. This essay addresses one central aspect of
what might help ground a Green New Deal in community participation and
collaborative initiative among civic and professional associations and other
institutions in the decades to come.
It does not endorse a specific version of a Green New Deal, nor all the policy and rhetorical components that
accompany some proposals; it treats enthusiasm as well as skepticism seriously. Rather, this proposal highlights how
an ambitious federal policy – whether a Green New Deal, a CLEAN Future Act, or similarly comprehensive proposal –
can “design for democracy.”
To succeed, such ambitious proposals will have to include federal policy designs and investments that promote civic
engagement on a scale commensurate with the immense scope of the challenges posed by climate change over the
coming decades. I use the shorthand term Civic GND (without overall policy prejudice) to distinguish those forms of
civic engagement that promote some combination of nonpartisan democratic deliberation, inclusive multi-stakeholder
problem solving, and hands-on public work and community service, as well as practices that enable collaboration of
ordinary citizens and diverse communities with professionals in every field relevant to sustainable, resilient, and just
cities and regions.
A Civic GND is distinct from the social movement mobilization that characterizes today’s climate movement, though
it can draw upon this and deepen it in fruitful synergy. Mass youth protests are indispensable in highlighting the
terrible threats we face, shaking our political leadership and institutions, and moving us all to act. However, not all
civic goals can be achieved through movement mobilization, and not all youth climate activists want to be at the
barricades or spend more than a few years there before they look to apply civic and professional skills to ongoing work
in communities and institutions for the longer haul. If we develop a coherent Civic GND, we can generate pathways for
effective community and institutional work for a lifetime of engagement, which is what it will take to respond to the
climate crisis effectively, resiliently, and democratically.
A Civic GND is an appropriate way for the federal government to invest in democratic action that helps solve problems,
elicits collaboration, generates legitimacy and trust, promotes equity, and holds in check the nastier forms of political
and cultural polarization that might be further exacerbated by the tough challenges and hard choices ahead. While the
mobilization of climate protest movements is indispensable for progress, it is not an appropriate investment by federal
agencies, or through the city and state agencies that would serve as key partners in a Civic GND.
A Civic GND can promote innovative ways for such agencies, along with civic and professional associations, labor
unions and trade associations, schools and universities, to engage in activities that would be central to a Green New
Deal or CLEAN Future. These include green building and urban design, watershed and forest restoration, regional
planning for multi-modal transportation and strategic retreat from the shore, disaster planning and response, and the
5
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many other challenges that come with transforming our energy grid and responding to the disruptions that
climate change will invariably bring, even if we do manage to develop successful emissions reduction strategies
in a timely manner.
This essay begins with a discussion of “public policy for democracy,” an analytic framework used to explore how
policy design can help to “empower, enlighten, and engage citizens in the process of self-government.” Drawing
from American innovations over several decades, the essay then explores some of the ways that a Civic GND
can be promoted, institutionalized, and funded through federal policy design. Among these are the following:
• City- and community-based grants: build upon collaborative environmental justice problem solving

grants, watershed and estuary grants, community food project grants, partnership for sustainability grants,
faith-based grants for stewardship and creation care, and similar programs; further build upon existing
citywide models for sustainability and resilience planning, as well as extend these to participatory and multistakeholder state and regional planning; leverage federal funds through matching requirements and other
methods.
• Professional association and professional school grants: provide competitive grants to professional

associations to build upon and further develop practices of “democratic professionalism” – mission and
strategy, toolkits and templates for enabling collaboration with communities through local knowledge,
“street science,” and usable digital toolkits; provide similar grants to professional schools and to college and
university programs to embed participatory and collaborative practice deeply into professional training; be
guided by those professional associations that have already begun such work.
• Trade union and trade association grants: provide competitive grants to enable unions, community/labor

coalitions, chambers of commerce, central labor councils, and trade associations to develop city and regional,
as well as industrywide, strategies to engage employees and employers in team-building, participatory and
collaborative skill development for sustainable and resilient work and business practices.
• AmeriCorps and other national service programs: expand funding and support through state service

commissions and align further with sustainability and resilience strategies, such as FEMA Corps and Earth
Service Corps, for disaster response, river restoration, prevention of wildfires, home weatherization, and
related activities.
These types of grant programs can be leveraged for far greater strategic impact than the typical communitybased federal program that provides a dozen or so grants to explore program innovation or mollify grassroots
groups. A Civic GND cannot be simply an afterthought or an add-on.
To make a Civic GND substantial, strategic, and systemic, I suggest the following:
• A Civic GND 1-5 percent federal funding rule for civic infrastructure: for any Green New Deal, CLEAN

Future, or similar climate legislation, Congress should establish a minimum baseline rule of 1-5 percent for
Civic GND of all relevant federal spending that would impact neighborhoods, cities, regions, workplaces,
coastlines, and other ecosystems. Climate banks to mobilize further public and private investment should
have a similar rule. Thus, for every $1 trillion in overall investment, the 1-5 percent rule would yield $10-50
billion for Civic GND as an investment in civic infrastructure appropriate to and well aligned with the larger
federal investment in green infrastructure.
6
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• Civic GND mission statements and strategic frameworks for federal agencies: every relevant federal

agency would be required to develop a mission statement for engaging communities and civic associations in the
environmentally just and co-productive work of that agency; strategic framework documents would elaborate on
specific activities, such as co-producing digital, cloud-based and other planning toolkits, generating preferred or
required participation and governance templates, enabling multi-stakeholder networks through training grants and
conferences, and providing appropriate grants for specific types of communities and climate-related challenges.
Within each agency and across interagency working groups, citizen advisory committees (established according
to the Federal Advisory Committee Act) would help guide agencies in the development and iterative revision of
mission and framework.
• A Civic GND office in the White House and a National Citizen Advisory Committee: such an office would

provide overall strategic direction, in concert with relevant OMB staff, representatives from relevant citizen
advisory committees, as well as a Civic GND national advisory committee drawn from associations with the most
appropriate experience in collaborative governance and climate resilience.
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Introduction
To succeed, a Green New Deal (GND), or similarly ambitious CLEAN
Future Act, will have to include a mix of public investments, market
incentives, and regulatory tools. Virtually all proposals agree on this,
even as they disagree about what mix will be most effective and
transformative. However, a Green New Deal or CLEAN Future will not be
able to sustain itself without policy designs that enable productive forms
of civic engagement and collaborative problem solving, and thus generate
sufficient social trust and democratic legitimacy within local and regional
governance arenas.
Such policies will thus require a robust and well-aligned set of civic and professional toolkits appropriate to
specific policy challenges and institutional fields, such as urban design, transportation planning, watershed
restoration, disaster response, and healthy communities. For short, let us call this a Civic GND, though without
prejudice to other nomenclature and ambitious climate proposals.
The language of some of the most prominent GND proposals reflects these concerns. Thus, House Resolution
109, introduced on February 7, 2019 by Representative Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez (D-NY) and cosponsored
by Senator Edward Markey (D-MA), speaks of the need for “community-defined projects and strategies”
to mitigate effects and build resilience in the face of climate-related threats and disasters. It also calls for
“ensuring the use of democratic and participatory processes that are inclusive of and led by frontline and
vulnerable communities and workers to plan, implement, and administer the Green New Deal mobilization at
the local level.” HR 109 thereby envisions a robust and ongoing role for ordinary citizens, in “partnership” and
“collaboration” with a wide range of “civil society groups, academia, and businesses….”
In her proposals for an environmentally just approach to combat the climate crisis, Senator Elizabeth Warren
(D-MA) has included specific mention of Environmental Justice (EJ) small grants to local groups, as well as the
larger Community Action for a Renewed Environment (CARE) grants, which have had multi-stakeholder teams
at the community level and networked teams across all regional and media offices of the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA). She has also called for revitalizing the National Environmental Justice Advisory
Council (NEJAC), as well as the EJ interagency working group, and pledged to convene an EJ summit at the
White House within the first one hundred days of a new administration.
In his GND proposal, Senator Bernie Sanders (I-VT) included a “reimagined and expanded Civilian Conservation
Corps,” originally established during the New Deal of the 1930s, and grant funding for frontline communities,
tribes, and community-based organizations. Teaming up with Ocasio-Cortes, Sanders has also proposed a GND
for public housing act to green and modernize buildings, provide community resilience centers, and include
resident participation in architectural design and other resilience projects. It also proposes to strengthen
participation in everyday management and policy development through elected resident councils, which are
8
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currently based upon a funding formula to enable resident engagement (25 dollars per occupied unit) to cover training,
planning, communication, and other activities; all public housing authorities under existing regulations “must work in
partnership with resident councils.”
The draft of the Climate Leadership and Environmental Action for Our Nation’s (CLEAN) Future Act (January 8, 2020)
of the House Committee on Energy and Commerce includes a Title VI on environmental justice and pairs this with
additional Technical Assistance Grants (TAGs) to enable communities to participate effectively in federal regulatory
decision making.
Former vice-president Joe Biden, the presumed Democratic nominee for president in 2020, speaks of “empowering
local communities” in developing transportation solutions, including bicycle and pedestrian options. His climate
plan promises to “incorporate skills training into infrastructure investment planning by engaging state and local
communities; reinvigorate and repurpose AmeriCorps for sustainability, so that every American can participate in
the clean energy economy. These efforts will be worker-centered and driven in collaboration with the communities
they will affect.” In addition, Biden’s plan calls for “all agencies to engage in community-driven approaches to develop
solutions for environmental injustices affecting communities of color, low-income, and indigenous communities.”
A Civic GND is distinct from the social movement mobilization that characterizes today’s climate protest movement,
though it can draw upon this and deepen it in fruitful synergy. Mass youth protests are especially indispensable in
highlighting the terrible threats we face, shaking our political leadership and institutions, and moving us all to act.
However, not all civic goals can be achieved through movement mobilization – or indeed through political and electoral
participation – and not all youth climate activists want to be at the barricades or spend more than a few years there
before they look to apply civic, technical, and professional skills to ongoing work in communities and institutions for
the longer haul. If we develop a coherent Civic GND, we can generate a panoply of pathways for effective community
and institutional work for a lifetime of engagement, which is what it will take to respond to the climate crisis effectively,
resiliently, and democratically. We certainly owe our youth nothing less.
And we owe nothing less to our democracy, buffeted already on many sides and further threatened by climate
disruption of many sorts.
The sooner we begin to think through policy designs that can engage communities in partnership with professionals,
and to assemble actors across these many fields to develop strategic responses that are effective, democratic, and
just, the better we will be positioned when political opportunities for a CLEAN Future or Green New Deal present
themselves. If we cannot do this after the 2020 presidential elections, we will need to do it after 2024 or 2028.
Heaven help us, though, if too much time goes by without adequate responses to the climate crisis or before our
civic ethos is further corroded by climate chaos, statist mobilization, movement fatalism, or climate barbarism that
responds to crisis with supremacist ideologies that rank those worthy and unworthy of being protected. An ambitious
Civic GND that sparks broad community initiative yet remains within the bounds of pragmatic, collaborative, and
accountable governance, provides the most solid foundation for effectively managing the wilder swings between
climate movement passion, denier opposition, and diffuse fatalism that we may witness in the coming years.1
In this essay, I begin to elaborate on what “policy design for democracy” might mean for a CLEAN Future or Green
New Deal. Making a Civic GND a core part of policy framing and design could enhance its chances of being enacted
and implemented, diminish popular resistance in communities wary of technocratic and statist overreach, and
generate sufficient trust and mutual respect to help contain cultural and political polarization and chaos incitement.
9
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Broad legitimacy and trust are essential for any federal policy that promises to be transformative in various
institutional arenas over decades, and that will inevitably have to manage as resiliently as possible the
uncertainties and disruptions portended by climate change, even if we begin to lower carbon emissions
dramatically in the years ahead. There can be no effective climate policy of sustainability and resilience
unless we enhance public participation, but in ways that are appropriately attuned to specific communities,
ecosystems, institutions, and policy fields.2
I begin by discussing how policy design can enhance democracy and civic engagement. I then turn to designs
of recent decades that have addressed some of the challenges of sustainable communities, cities, and regions,
and that we will have to build upon and reconfigure as part of a much more ambitious Civic GND. Such designs
will take time to bring to scale and to refine in response to the many challenges of resilient urban and regional
planning, watershed restoration and stormwater management, strategic retreat from the shore and equitable
relocation, disaster and emergency response, reforestation and land management, and much more.
Such policy designs include federal grants for community-based projects, such as environmental justice
collaborative problem solving grants and watershed planning and restoration grants. A significant expansion
of AmeriCorps and other national service programs would also provide millions of young people with ways of
contributing to community resilience, ecosystem restoration, and disaster response, while also refining civic
skills for a lifetime of productive civic engagement and public work.
Federal grants could also be designed for projects that anchor civic norms and practices within professional
associations, professional schools, and colleges and universities to enable the effective alignment of civic and
professional skills in fields that are at once highly technical yet impact communities significantly and could
benefit from the initiative and wisdom of everyday citizens, indeed all residents in our communities. Such grants
can also be targeted at unions, central labor councils, chambers of commerce, and trade associations to enable
their members to further develop and diffuse best practices in green building, industrial ecology, sustainability
management, and other forms of corporate citizenship and employee participation to ensure collaborative skill
development at every level.
Policy designs can also include strengthened and refined federal mandates for public participation, as well as a
more ambitious use of citizen advisory committees within federal agencies. With their civic counterparts, federal
agencies can help fund and co-produce user-friendly digital toolkits, visual applications, and alternative scenario
tools for watershed and regional planning, green neighborhood development, environmental and climate justice,
and other vital practices in urban resilience and ecosystem restoration.
Finally, I briefly consider how strategic leadership for a Civic GND might be coordinated at the level of the White
House, interagency working groups, and citizen advisory committees. If climate crisis is an historic challenge to
democratic civilization, then we will need strategic leadership at the highest levels to ensure that we implement
and refine a Civic GND across multiple policy and institutional fields, among various types of communities,
cities, and regions, and over many years of policy learning buffeted by concatenating disasters and disruptions,
yet embracing a pragmatic and grounded democratic politics of hope and effective public work. A Civic GND
provides some of the handles, within a federal system of public investment and accountable governance,
to meet the democratic challenges of the climate crisis. Public infrastructure investments, private markets,
technical breakthroughs, regulatory controls, and movement mobilization – all indispensable – will not suffice
without a robust and finely textured civics.
10
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Policy Design for Democracy and
Civic Engagement
The terms “public policy for democracy” and “policy design for democracy” were coined in a series of contributions
beginning in 1993 by Helen Ingram, Anne Larson Schneider, Steven Rathgeb Smith, and others to explore how policy
design could help “empower, enlighten, and engage citizens in the process of self-government.” Policy design could and
should aim to strengthen civil society and community capacities for public problem solving, rather than routinely shift
ever greater authority and initiative into the hands of bureaucrats or market actors. To the extent that all policies are
“teachings,” policy for democracy aims to teach civic responsibility, community initiative, relationship building, and the
arts of public deliberation. It seeks to encourage citizens to mobilize the hidden assets of communities and institutions,
to define common values, and to collaborate across divisions wherever this might prove fruitful and enhance legitimacy
and trust. Policy for democracy recognizes “multiple ways of knowing,” where expert knowledge is important, but
needs to be melded with local knowledge and civic insight to “co-produce expertise” most relevant for problem solving.
Policy design should signal respect, dignity, and capacity to the targets of interventions. It should not demean, nor
foster helplessness and dependency, nor deceive publics about relative costs, benefits, and potential tradeoffs.
Administrators and public managers, for their part, can help to produce “toolkits” to enable civic initiative, local
knowledge, and collaborative problem solving. They can provide resources, convene partners, and help facilitate
networks across entire institutional fields, so that policy learning is robust and distributed, not concentrated at the
top of public agencies. These policy design studies have built upon a flourishing scholarly literature on social capital,
collective efficacy, and collaborative governance, among other relevant concepts, as well as in response to civic
innovation occurring in many fields, as well as across national boundaries.3
Jeffrey Berry, Kent Portney, and Ken Thomson, who coordinated the National Citizen Participation Development Project
at Tufts University over a ten-year period, published The Rebirth of Urban Democracy in 1993. This comparative study
focused on how a specific design for a citywide neighborhood association system, receiving public funding and staff
support while recognizing civic autonomy, could enhance participatory governance relative to cities with neighborhood
associations but no citywide design. This policy design also tended to accommodate, complement, and encourage
other forms of independent civic organizing, including environmental and community development groups. Portney
and Berry have since extended this research by examining other civic and nonprofit sources for sustainable city
strategies. Other scholars have built upon the core insights of these scholars in the years since.4
Wesley Skogan and Archon Fung further developed this framework in their studies of Chicago community policing,
with concepts such as “accountable autonomy,” in which the city’s police department devolved problem solving to
local beat meetings of residents and beat officers beginning in 1993, while providing extensive training to officers
and residents on how to identify crime and safety problems and develop collaborative strategies within a template of
mutual accountability. The model also required collaboration across city agencies whose policies might enhance safety.
After significant disinvestment and slippage in community policing over the past decade, Lori Lightfoot was elected
mayor in April 2019 after the Police Accountability Task Force that she headed had identified community policing,
with some new components, as an important key to responding productively to the heightened crisis in crime and
community relations, especially between police and African American neighborhoods.5
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My own research on the neighborhood planning components of Towards a Sustainable Seattle, the city’s
comprehensive plan, built further upon this line of thinking. The city council and department of neighborhoods,
in collaboration with disgruntled neighborhood activists and with the eventual support of Mayor Norm Rice and
then Paul Schell, designed a policy that promoted and funded local initiative and appropriate toolkits for multistakeholder visioning and effective planning during the 1990s and into the 2000s. Each neighborhood center
in the 38 neighborhoods that chose to participate had a literal 12x12x24-inch “toolbox” of policy tools that
residents could utilize in developing collaborative initiatives with public agencies for land use, affordable housing,
stream restoration, bike lanes, local libraries, and youth development. The policy design also included training for
relationship building among staff and residents, as well as requirements for diverse stakeholder participation to
ensure greater racial and class equity. Mutual “360-degree” accountability for producing workable and equitable
plans was institutionalized through iterative city council and agency staff review among all relevant city agencies,
and further revision among neighborhood planning groups. The city’s notable sustainability initiatives on many
fronts in the past two decades have clearly built upon the local empowerment and collaborative practices among
interagency teams and civic associations.6
A similar design promoting civic skills in planning, problem solving, and public deliberation among high-school
aged youth in Hampton, Virginia, resulted in arguably the most robust system for citywide youth civic engagement
in the U.S., and perhaps the world, recognized by an Innovations in American Government award from Harvard
University’s Kennedy School of Government, as well in international venues. The system has included a citywide
youth commission of twenty-four young people who deliberate and problem solve in the city councilors’ seats
every month. Their work is facilitated by two paid part-time youth planners (a junior and senior in high school),
with an office directly adjacent to that of the planning director. Each of the seven public and private high schools
has a principal’s youth advisory group, as does the superintendent of secondary education. Planning, parks and
recreation, and other city staff, as well as a major youth development nonprofit, provide leadership training and
mentorship. In a city with historic racial divisions, black and white teens have worked together with a dynamic mix
of spirited fun, serious deliberation, focused problem solving, and relentless relationship building.7
Different from these place-based policy designs for democracy are two of the major social policies that have
revealed strong participatory policy feedback effects over the decades, namely Social Security and the G.I. Bill.
Since both, however, are individual benefit programs, it is important to appreciate some distinctions.
Established in 1935, Social Security’s programmatic development gradually generated increased resources (money
and time), relative stakes (as percentage of retirement income), and cognitive effects (contributor deservingness
and dignity) to enable the building of an institutional field of senior advocacy and service organizations, as well as
increased levels of political participation. The latter extended to seniors with lower incomes, thereby significantly
narrowing the class-based participation gap. By the 1960s, the demographic participation and institutional field
effects were substantial enough to protect the program from later onslaughts. The Social Security policy design,
with some redesign along the way, generated an engaged public among seniors.8
The G.I. Bill, providing veterans with educational and other benefits after WWII, had powerful civic feedback
effects as well, though primarily for men. Administration of the program was perceived as fair and relatively easy
to access – the major exception being the South with its segregated educational and training institutions – and the
majority perceived these benefits as having provided them with life transforming experiences. The policy signal
they received was that they were deserving and dignified citizens. Since G.I. Bill users had not been promised
12
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such benefits as part of a quid pro quo before enlisting in the military, they also felt a deep sense of gratitude, which
elicited powerful normative commitments to give back to their communities by becoming engaged in a range of civic
and political organizations. The interpretive effect was one of reciprocity. Those veterans who utilized the G.I. Bill
joined approximately 50 percent more civic organizations, such as parent-teacher associations, neighborhood and
homeowner organizations, and fraternal and other translocal groups, than did veterans who did not utilize the bill’s
benefits. They were also about 30 percent more likely to join political organizations, contact public officials, donate
money to campaigns, serve on local boards and councils, and protest, including those black veterans who became part
of the civil rights movement.9
Place-based policies for sustainable and resilient communities and ecosystems in the era of climate crisis cannot rely
upon such individual-benefit policy designs. One partial exception might be the proposal of Theda Skocpol several
years ago for a “cap and dividend” approach that would tax or cap carbon emissions, but remit dividend checks to
individual taxpayers to ensure broad public support and defuse extremist opposition. However, the participatory
policy feedback literature has tended to focus much less on policy design elements that intentionally encourage citizen
participation, especially at the city and neighborhood level, than on “large identity-making federal social programs in
which the individual is a client,” typically receiving cash benefits or their near equivalent, such as the G.I. Bill’s payment
of education costs.10
In this essay, I focus on federal policy designs that might further enable place-based action, broadly conceived, to
engage local, regional, and national civic associations in collaborative problem solving and governance, as well as
the professional associations, educational institutions, unions and trade associations whose strategic action will be
required to transform communities and institutional fields to meet our climate crisis with a politics of democratic
resilience for decades to come. Such policy designs should be consistent with and further enable a broader range
of inclusive sustainable development initiatives that Bruce Katz and Jeremy Nowak call “the new localism,” which
mobilizes assets from civic, market, and public sectors across multiple geographic levels – district, city, county and
metropolitan – for the pragmatic work of problem solving and through a “deep system of networked governance.”
To be sure, there are no policy designs that can guarantee sufficient engagement and appropriate alignment among
institutional logics operative within any given field or across related fields.11
In addition, all policy designs have potential downsides, even perverse effects. Some policy designs might exacerbate
disparities in who participates, and hence further deepen civic and political inequality. Of special concern for
sustainable cities and regions is that there are already deep patterns of environmental injustice, gentrification
dynamics, and spatial inequalities, which might be exacerbated by some forms of policy-induced engagement. Climate
adaptation policy options, such as coastal city retreat and resettlement in the face of sea-level rise, may tend to impose
asymmetric costs. Other policy designs might demobilize local movements over time, skew participation to some
associations over others, and send conflicting messages to local citizens. Or they may elicit participation that is not
especially deliberative in terms of workable solutions within realistic budgets.12
Since specific policy designs cannot guarantee the most effective and appropriate forms of civic engagement, we need
to pay specific attention to how strategic leadership and policy learning can be coordinated at the federal level – and
with cities, regions, and civic and professional associations – to help ensure sufficient adjustment, responsiveness
to new challenges, and faithfulness to core norms of democracy and equity. The climate crisis may be our most
momentous and encompassing challenge in the years ahead, and we thus need to design more intentionally and invest
more substantially in democracy than we have ever done before.13
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Federal Support for Civic Capacity
Building and Public Participation
Over the past several decades, federal agencies have provided a range of supports for collaborative civic action
to address problems of sustainable and environmentally just communities and ecosystem restoration. These
have admittedly never been funded at sufficient levels, nor broadly enough across policy fields, nor have they
engaged as diverse a range of stakeholders as they might. Nor, indeed, have they always been as well aligned
with regulatory tools as they might. Nonetheless, civic innovation has proliferated at all levels of the federal
system and in virtually every relevant policy field. There is much to build upon and multiple ways of leveraging
such innovation for sustained policy learning as a Civic GND is brought to scale in the coming years. The breadth
and depth of civic and institutional action that will be needed to address climate mitigation and resilience
effectively and equitably will require many more types of actors and much higher levels of funding. The former is
addressed in the potential policy designs below, but let me briefly address the issue of funding, since without it
not much else can happen.

Congressionally Authorized Funding
Funding for a Civic GND needs to be substantial and systemic, not a tiny add-on to explore program innovation
or mollify the grassroots with a dozen or so grants per year in each policy area. To be sure, funding should be
distributed according to appropriate criteria and on timetables that are manageable and support learning among
networks of grantees and agency staff, as happens in many grant programs. Yet funding for place-based grants
to community groups tends not to attract the attention of major national advocacy organizations, and indeed
sometimes attracts their opposition.
This seems to have happened in the late 1990s, when the EPA deputy administrator under President Clinton had
cohered the Community-Based Environmental Protection (CBEP) framework among various offices and staff, and
with considerable input from networks of local innovators. However, because of the opposition of some major
environmental advocacy groups who wanted to retain resources for command-and-control regulation during
these flat-budget years at EPA (due to Republican opposition in Congress), he was denied sufficient administrator
support and budget reallocation. DeWitt John, the lead on the National Academy of Public Administration
(NAPA) studies originally commissioned by a Democratic Congress in 1994, saw a lost opportunity for
embedding “civic environmentalism” more systematically into EPA practice, though innovation continued on
various fronts through the Clinton, Bush, and Obama administrations.14
One possible way around this funding dilemma would be for Congress to stipulate a minimum percentage
funding rule for any Green New Deal or CLEAN Future. This could establish a minimum baseline of 1-5 percent
for Civic GND of all relevant federal spending that would impact cities, regions, workplaces, coastlines, and other
ecosystems. Thus, for every $1 trillion in overall federal investment, the 1-5% rule would yield $10-50 billion for a
Civic GND as an investment in civic infrastructure appropriate to and aligned with the larger federal investments
in green infrastructure. Let’s call it the Civic GND 1-to-5 Percent Funding Rule.
Such a rule could be justified in terms of a clearly defined mission of a Civic GND to foster effective, collaborative,
and equitable engagement from all sectors of American society. It would then help relieve the budgetary process
of permanent competitive struggles between the green infrastructure and the civic infrastructure of a CLEAN Future
14
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Act or Green New Dealt. A similar principle could be extended to proposed National Climate Bank legislation aimed to
mobilize public and private investment. A relatively modest and appropriate, but clearly specified overall investment
percentage would signal a fundamental commitment by Congress and the president to involve ordinary citizens and
diverse communities in developing local and regional solutions, as well as to hold in check statist overreach and
political and cultural polarization. A Civic GND would be broadly publicized as an investment in community and
democracy, in addition to its substantive goals of sustainability and resilience.

Federal Grants to Communities, Cities, and Civic Associations
Federal grants to communities represent a well-worn path that incentivizes and enables cities and/or local community
partnerships to craft suitable strategies for sustainability and resilience. Administrative form can vary, with states
playing greater and lesser roles, but the core feature is that communities can leverage federal funding to enable
associational capacity building and active engagement among local partners, as well as to leverage further funding
from states, cities, foundations and institutions (as in matching grants).
Watershed grants, for instance, have taken a variety of forms since they were first instituted through the Chesapeake
Bay Program and the National Estuary Program (NEP) in the 1980s, and then also through watershed assistance
grants and targeted watershed initiative grants in the 1990s and 2000s. EPA has provided funding, as has the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) through its Community-based Habitat Restoration (Coastal and
Marine Habitat) grants. In one iteration, EPA funding also contained a set-aside of several million dollars, distributed
competitively to five national and regional intermediaries – the River Network, the Center for Watershed Protection,
the International City/County Management Association (ICMA), the Southeast Watershed Forum, and the University
of Alaska – to provide training to local groups, since the number qualifying for limited funding fell far short of the
demand manifest in grant applications. These grants, as well as other watershed tools, were designed and co-produced
in conjunction with local and regional groups, whom EPA periodically helped to assemble in national and regional
workshops and conferences.
NOAA’s Restoration Center at its National Marine Fisheries Service has had some two-dozen major civic partners,
such as Restore America’s Estuaries (RAE) and Ducks Unlimited, as well as other federal partners and an interagency
restoration council that includes the Army Corps of Engineers. Since coastal restoration is a key component for
adapting to sea level rise, NOAA and EPA have designated RAE to establish a Living Shorelines Academy to further
diffuse science, toolkits, databases, and hands-on practices among volunteers, utilizing a multi-scenario approach to
planning. The earlier 396-page civic toolkit developed within NEP, Volunteer Estuary Monitoring, provides a good sense
of the meticulous combination of technical knowledge and civic practice represented by EPA’s collaborative work
with some of these organizations and their local partners. Developed in partnership with the Ocean Conservancy,
this methods manual covers all manner of project planning, recruiting and organizing volunteers, managing safety,
and testing the broadest spectrum of nutrients, oxygen, toxins, alkalinity, temperature, salinity, turbidity, bacteria,
submerged aquatic vegetation, and other living organisms – each has a chapter.
The process for developing the manual, however, is as significant as the product. With EPA funding, the Ocean
Conservancy had been conducting regular trainings for local networks of volunteer groups since 1998 in all 28 NEPs.
The latter, according to the legally prescribed governance template of the Clean Water Act revisions of 1987, are
multi-stakeholder nonprofits established with federal funding to develop a consensus-based estuary management
plan. Some six hundred groups had participated in the trainings as of 2005, when the second edition was prepared.
The Ocean Conservancy worked with experts in each technical area of monitoring and shared the draft with all its
15
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local group trainees over the previous two-year period. As part of an expansive watershed movement network,
prominent volunteer monitoring organizations around the country contributed case studies. The final draft was
reviewed by a broad array of leading practitioners from these groups, as well as from universities and Extension
Services, local and state agencies, EPA regional and headquarters offices, and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
From local knowledge and civic organizing methods on one end to laboratory science and rigorous quality
assurance technique on the other, this network has produced and refined a form of democratic knowledge
indispensable to the stewardship of estuaries throughout the country.15
The Digital Coast at NOAA now adds economic, land cover, and satellite tools; it includes a Sea Level Rise
Viewer and Land Cover Atlas to enable coastal communities to plan more effectively and transparently. NEPs
and other estuary groups also help develop and utilize analytic tools for estimating the economic costs and
benefits of estuary services (pollution filtration, fishing, tourism). In this they have been aided by academic
economics, and sometimes directly by economists and businesses who take part in official committees or
special work groups, but also by elaborate sets of tools that have been specifically developed by the National
Research Council and other researchers.
These kinds of tools are especially important for community decision making when planning recommendations
may call for a bond issue to fund sewer upgrades or green infrastructure investments. They enable broader
publics to understand the comparative benefits and costs of investing in improving estuary and ecosystem
services – indeed, in understanding the very concept of such services. The data partnership of Digital Coast
includes a very broad array of civic associations and nonprofits, local and state governments, academia and
tribes, and private organizations. Civic GND funding could substantially enhance the capacity of these groups
and provide resources for local and regional communities to plan collaboratively, consider strategic options
for retreat from the shore, and contribute millions of hours of volunteer work in hands-on monitoring and
restoration. The benefits to social trust and institutional legitimacy for this kind of estuary planning can be
substantial.16
Another type of federal grant is the Environmental Justice Collaborative Problem Solving (EJCPS) Cooperative
Agreement, first introduced in 2003. It was designed by EPA staff who had previously been leaders in the EJ
movement, as well as by EJ leaders and other stakeholders in prominent organizations who sat on the National
Environmental Justice Advisory Council (NEJAC), a multi-stakeholder federal advisory committee. The grants
were designed to respond to some of the perceived shortcomings of EJ practice that was over-reliant on legal
and protest strategies, which either fell short of intentions or possibly even exacerbated some kinds of risks to
low-income communities of color. The aim of EJCPS grants was to achieve visible improvement and meaningful
involvement in vulnerable communities through the partnership of community-based organizations with
local stakeholder groups, such as health departments and medical centers, local business and industry, local
government and academia.17
The Community Action for a Renewed Environment (CARE) program was designed by EPA’s Innovation Action
Council comprised of all deputy regional administrators and deputy assistant administrators. It built directly
upon the EJCPS model. The senior manager who took the lead was Robert Brenner, principal deputy assistant
administrator of the Office of Air and Radiation and the director of its Office of Policy Analysis and Review.
Brenner had a long career of distinction in developing both command-and-control and market-based strategies
at the agency. Under relentless pressure from grassroots leaders at NEJAC meetings, however, he helped
16
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develop an administrative and policy design for cooperative agreements with multi-stakeholder community grantee
teams. In addition to funding, these teams would receive technical support from EPA staff across all regional and media
offices (air, water, solid waste, toxics), as well as assistance from civic and EJ intermediaries and local agencies. The
latter included WE ACT West Harlem Environmental Action, the National Civic League, and the National Association
of City and County Health Officials, as well as local health departments with innovative community strategies.
EPA staff volunteered across the agency as multimedia and cross-program teams of their own; their duties were
formally negotiated as a percentage of CARE work and their regular duties (say 50/50 percent), and they were thus in
the position to fruitfully align community-based work with other regulatory and technical tools. However, as one
person at a national staff retreat said to broad recognition among his colleagues, he spent 50 percent of his time on his
regular duties, but 80 percent on CARE – that is 30 percent effort beyond what he was paid for – because he found this
form of community problem solving so inspired and effective. The community grantee teams, for their part, were
largely in the lead at the national trainings; they shared lessons among each other and with EPA staff, and networked
among themselves between meetings. CARE innovators set a goal of spreading this model across hundreds of
communities, and the formal evaluation by a panel of the National Academy of Public Administration recommended it
as a model with broad application. The main impediment to further expansion was budgetary and staff capacity.18
Many other federal agencies have had community grant programs, and some persist even in the Trump administration,
though staffing for these will have to be replenished, indeed expanded. The U.S. Department of Agriculture has had
a Community Food Projects (CFP) Competitive Grants Program, with matching grants to nonprofits that seek to
develop comprehensive responses to local food, farm, and nutrition issues, especially for low-income communities.
EPA, along with the Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) and the Department of Transportation
(USDOT), have had a Partnership for Sustainable Communities that includes regional planning grants, leveraged
in many cases through state programs and local partnerships. EPA has funded the Environmental Education and
Training Partnership among various environmental education associations, universities, foundations, and corporations
to enhance professional training and standards and to encourage civic engagement among students. The North
American Association for Environmental Education, a core partner for more than two decades, has recently developed
an ambitious toolkit, Community Engagement: Guidelines for Excellence, which provides standards for collaborative
and inclusive engagement based on sound principles of scientific knowledge and community practice. Many grant
programs permit funding for art projects that enable creative components of community revitalization and resilience,
and these could be encouraged more widely.19
In addition, Civic GND grants can also be made available to faith-based groups. Many faith traditions are developing
responses to climate crisis under rubrics of environmental justice, responsible stewardship, and creation care. Groups
such as Interfaith Power and Light, Young Evangelicals for Climate Action, the Episcopal Ecological Network, and the
Evangelical Environmental Network engage their members in various forms of stewardship. Federal funding to such
networks, coordinated through the faith-based office in the White House, could become an important means to engage
communities of faith in local work. To be sure, there have been some tricky issues of separation of church and state, but
the diverse Advisory Council appointed by President Obama seems to have navigated these reasonably well.
Federal grants for faith-based organizations working on climate change, community resilience, and ecological
stewardship could help build the organizational capacity of faith groups that generate deep and sustained civic
motivation to act, provide new sources for a politics of hope, and defuse some of the cultural polarization around
climate change.
17
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Grants to Professional Associations and Professional Schools
Empowering communities to develop effective initiatives for sustainability and resilience is implausible
without also providing more robust strategies to engage professionals to collaborate with them. Virtually all
areas of climate policy depend on professional knowledge and expertise, and no strategy to secure greater
democratic legitimacy can be successful without professional and technical legitimacy. The rub, of course, is
that professional expertise has often been challenged on many fronts by local community groups and civic
associations, with claims that experts tend to ignore local knowledge, utilize inappropriate models of risk,
downplay equity concerns, and too readily exclude alternative designs. The big claims of climate science, as
sound as they might be, do not translate smoothly and seamlessly to local and regional planning responses.
Broadside attacks on expertise and science coming from the populist right make it ever more imperative to align
strategies for professional legitimacy with fine-grained strategies for civic legitimacy.
Political theorists and social scientists have addressed some of these concerns in terms of “democratic
professionalism,” “civic professionalism,” and “street science,” among other concepts. Democratic
professionalism builds upon the strong historical traditions of public trusteeship, but complements its claims to
expertise and authority with forms of local knowledge generated by everyday citizens, marginalized communities,
engaged students, and civic associations. It seeks to accommodate and enable local knowledge, and to
engage lay actors in coproducing knowledge and mutually adjudicating claims of epistemic truth and practical
effectiveness. Democratic professionals work in teams with local civic actors, facilitate deliberation among
diverse groups, and engage across narrow disciplinary boundaries with other professionals. They recognize that
their own claims to legitimacy and trustworthiness are often vulnerable without broader forms of civic insight,
local practice, and deliberative public scrutiny.20
A robust Civic GND of democratic professionalism does not require that all professionals practice at some ideal
level, but that enough of them work in ways appropriate to the problems and communities they encounter, and
that the institutions in which they work enable the best mix possible of professional norms and civic practices.
Not every coastal scientist needs to co-facilitate a public meeting, co-author a civic guide on green infrastructure,
or get her feet wet planting eelgrass with local volunteers, but enough of her colleagues need to work with
coastal communities to enable effective, collaborative, and resilient responses to sea level rise. And many delight
in getting their feet wet.
Or keeping their feet dry in other waters. As Kyle Dreyfuss-Wells – Northeast Ohio Regional Sewer District
CEO, professional-of-the-year and past chair of the National Association of Clean Water Agencies (NACWA)
Stormwater Management Committee – framed her plenary presentation to the 2019 River Rally in Cleveland,
“It is way more fun, way more exciting, and way more authentic for utility directors and staff to partner with
communities, and to get on the right side.”21
Way more fun and way more authentic for a professional identity that sees climate change not as a narrow
technical problem, but as a threat to community and democracy.
Professional associations are central actors that can help shift institutional and policy fields towards a more
robust democratic professionalism. A Civic GND should help them do so. Federal grants could go to professional
associations to encourage strategic initiatives focused on the civics of professional practice, such as the
development of core principles, best practice guides, toolkits, awards, sections, internships in communities,
consulting teams, and strategic plans to transform their professions to be able to work more effectively,
18
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collaboratively, and extensively with communities. Those professional associations that already have such initiatives
could be asked to serve on citizen advisory committees within relevant federal agencies to help design such grants.
The American Institute of Architects (AIA), for instance, has built capacity through Regional/Urban Design Assistant
Teams (R/UDAT), which are multi-disciplinary teams of architects, planners, economists, sociologists, engineers and
others, who assist communities in collaborative planning and participatory design charrettes, typically interspersed
with open town hall forums and other community outreach. Volunteer professionals donate their time, with travel
funds provided by AIA. Local nonprofits, city offices, mayors, and other partners receive services at a very low cost,
subsidized by AIA. Learning has been significant over more than five decades, though the number of projects each year
has been limited by budgetary constraints.22
Federal support could help expand such programs significantly, provide more resources to the professionals working
with them, as well as to local partners, and extend them to professional school training and internships. In the case of
the Rockaways R/UDAT that was conducted in 2013 after Hurricane Sandy had hit this South Queens neighborhood
severely, team recommendations placed a special emphasis on how to bring greater coherence and collaboration
to a civic sector that was at once impressive in activity yet cacophonous in voice, partly due to existing inequalities
and neighborhood balkanization. Drawing upon experience from other cities, the team saw its role as helping the
community to design and build appropriate civic capacity for the longer run, especially in situations where disaster and
climate change may generate significant divisions on the value of future rebuilding – or retreat from the shore.23
The National Association of City Transportation Officials (NACTO) has developed capacity over the past several
decades and is committed to civic engagement, as manifest in sponsored webinars and creative work by its members
in major cities. As Inbar Kishoni, Deputy Director for Public Engagement at New York City’s DOT, explained vividly in a
NACTO webinar, her office utilizes “street ambassadors” to meet and talk to residents where they typically congregate
– libraries, shopping centers, churches, senior centers. They utilize one-on-ones to build relationships, as well as funfilled design tools for kids and adults on the street, and online tools and public forums to envision street alternatives
and address the concerns of multiple constituencies, from local businesses concerned with curb loading spaces and
times to local groups such as the Harlem Bike Network.
A grant to NACTO could enable it to diffuse such practices more evenly across many more cities, and to perhaps
further challenge the American Association of State Highway Officials (AASHTO) to continue its belated progress
on multimodal and greener transportation planning. AASHTO’s recent strategic plan signals its concern over the
competition. Perhaps a federal grant could help it to strategize an ambitious shift to greater collaboration with biking
and pedestrian groups. Competitive federal grants could, indeed, encourage healthy competition and emulation among
professional associations to more deeply embed and widely diffuse collaborative civic and professional practices.24
The American Planning Association also has community assistance teams similar to those of AIA, but with even fewer
resources to devote to them. Many of its practitioners and scholars have been grappling creatively with deliberative,
collaborative, and equity planning for several decades, and university training and textbooks have come to reflect this.
Over the past decade, APA has focused much greater attention to substantive issues of sustainability in urban planning
to enable a closer interweaving of democratic process and ecological content. APA progressively generated further
policy guidance, metrics, and best practice standards, and then convened a series of task forces beginning in 2010 to
learn from recent models and new pilots to systematically produce sustainability standards for the comprehensive (or
general) plan.
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The point of departure in 2010 was that “planning for sustainability is the defining challenge of the 21st century.”
These new standards include (among others) “authentic participation,” “livable built environment,” “harmony
with nature,” “healthy community,” and “interwoven equity” in housing, services, and environmental justice. Philip
Berke, director of the Institute of Sustainable Communities at Texas A&M University who joined the APA team
with David Godschalk, recounted how the participatory sustainability model was becoming further embedded in
recent years in APA practices, awards, standards, and staff support. He argues, however, that there is a still much
further to go on equity and environmental justice in the planning profession. The next big challenge, he says, will
be for universities to produce a new generation of scientists – including hydrologists, civil engineers, planners
– who can produce information for use by ordinary people in their communities, including youth in inner cities,
to enable “citizen science” through the full range of apps and data uploaded into the cloud. Civic GND funding
could help accomplish this, and indeed help to mobilize the talents of our young people for digital applications to
problem solve in communities rather than to polarize them.25
In virtually every field that has relevance to grappling with climate change in communities and regions, there exist
innovative professionals who have worked collaboratively with diverse communities and stakeholders, and some
associations that have developed mission statements, engagement strategies, toolkits and textbooks for refining
civic professional practices. This is true not just for architects, urban planners, city transportation engineers, and
clean water agencies, but also for hazard mitigation and disaster preparedness professionals, state and tribal
wetland and floodplain managers, western wildfire teams, and more. Civic GND grants should be designed in
such a way to encourage core visioning and baseline strategic planning for professional associations, as well as to
help those who have already begun doing this to roll out ambitious strategies to their sections, local chapters, and
selective partnerships at the local level. The latter would incentivize associations to collaborate with community
groups and civic intermediaries that might receive grants under the previous category of federal grants to cities
and communities, and vice versa. Encouraging strategic partnership initiative from multiple directions should,
indeed, be a core principle of policy design for a Civic GND grant program.
Let’s say, for instance, that $50 million – a mere drop in the CLEAN Future or Green New Deal bucket – were
made available over the first grant cycle, for an average three-year grant of $1 million. By the end of the third year,
some 50 professional associations across the most important fields of climate planning and resilience would have
had the opportunity to develop and begin implementing a strategic initiative for aligning civic and professional
practices in ways most appropriate to the challenges they face. They would have articulated core principles
of practice, developed several new toolkits, implemented innovative pilot projects in a range of their chapters,
and engaged in learning that could feedback into citizen advisory committees in relevant federal agencies for
iterative policy redesign. At joint annual workshops, grantees could share best cases, celebrate successes, honor
champions and emerging young professionals, and reflect on persisting barriers.
Another round of funding could deepen and broaden practice further, and generate still further incentives for
emulation and what organizational theorists call “institutional isomorphism,” namely making the productive
alignment of professional and civic practice the “standard practice.” Community partners could join them at such
workshops in signaling the moral and practical power of collaborative democratic action to solve problems. Fifty
professional associations in this position could also lend a movement ethos to the spread of civic professional
practice, without loosening their commitments to professional legitimacy and accountable governance. Having
visible and broad engagement among civic professionals would further legitimate climate action.26
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Grants to professional schools, as well as to college and university programs in relevant disciplinary fields, could
also advance civic practices considerably. They would be a most suitable complement to grants for professional
associations and could be developed jointly with them. A wide array of programs might be eligible, not just some of
those mentioned above or the usual college majors for community-based learning, but also insurance and real estate,
sustainability management in industry and retail, computing and engineering, and still others. The educational priority
of such professional programs is, of course, the analytic and technical core of such disciplines. However, Civic GND
grants would encourage students to learn how their disciplines impact communities, how they might communicate
more effectively for broad public purposes, and how they can collaborate and coproduce with community partners.
Such grants can help them learn how they might step up for a life of civic leadership as they move through various
stages of their careers. One can imagine grants to develop core and advanced Civic GND courses in each relevant
discipline, as well as community internship programs. Enhanced civic professional training through such grants could
also enable federal, state, and local agencies to recruit staff with relevant collaborative skills, thus renewing the public
service to help sustain civic initiative for all the challenges of climate change and community resilience for decades to
come. A pipeline for young civic professionals is a pipeline worth building.
Campus Compact, the American Association of State Colleges and Universities, and similar organizations promoting
civic engagement and service learning could be eligible for similar grants. State University Extension programs, many
with practitioner and research networks that have deep commitments to local knowledge and civic participation in
sustainability work, could also be funded more substantially. Of course, federal grants to further build the field of
environmental education in K-12 schools is essential. With expanded funding for National and Community Service
programs (below), we can begin to see a range of diverse pathways for youth leadership and civic professional
development over a lifetime of commitment to create sustainable and resilient communities.
Civic GND grants could also be made available to the specialized organizations that help build city capacities for
sustainability, such as ICLEI USA and the Urban Sustainability Directors Network, which work directly with hundreds
of cities. Both are committed to broad and equitable participation, though most of their work is focused on refining and
diffusing best technical and organizational practices. Grants could also be made available to the generalist professional
organizations in local governance, such as the National League of Cities, the International City/County Management
Association, the U.S. Conference of Mayors, and the National Association of Counties. Some of these have already
produced toolkits on civic engagement or sustainability, but their work could be raised to new levels with appropriate
federal funding.27

Grants to Labor Unions and Trade Associations
Still another type of competitive federal grant could be made available to unions, central labor councils, laborcommunity coalitions, trade associations, and local chambers of commerce to enable their members to further develop
and diffuse best participatory practices in green building, industrial ecology, sustainability management and retail,
and other forms of corporate citizenship and employee engagement to help ensure technical and collaborative skill
development at every level. Some building trades, as well as state and city building trades councils, are beginning such
work in collaboration with the U.S. Green Building Council, and many others are available in transportation and energy
sectors and elsewhere. Such grants might help shift the internal dynamics of unions that remain overly wedded to
fossil fuel models, as can various forms of retraining and community development for hard hit workers that would likely
be central to other core programs within a Green New Deal or CLEAN Future.28
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Likewise, some leading companies are pursuing models of “embedded sustainability,” with sustainable business
strategies embedded in communities and networks. These models vary, but most emphasize the co-creation of
solutions with stakeholders, including community groups, nonprofits, and regulators, as well as leveraging local
knowledge, self-organizing communities of practice, and engaging employees and even youth task forces.29
Federal agencies such as the Labor and Commerce departments could administer such grants to ensure that an
all-hands-on-deck strategy to combat climate change and develop resilience strategies truly means hands and
heads, as well as hearts, are available broadly for transforming the way we work and do business in our everyday
lives. Priority might be placed on grants that include labor-management cooperation in developing collaborative
leadership and participation strategies for their firms and industries. Imagine a grant category for a city’s
central labor council, chamber of commerce, and community-labor coalition to collaborate in developing best
participatory work practices for a sustainable city. Stir into the pot vocational and community college programs.
Then imagine the first 5-10 cities that stepped forward to help us learn how this might be done more broadly
and deeply.
The Department of Education, or some more appropriate agency, could also provide grants to school systems
that emulate all or parts of the Poudre district approach in Fort Collins, Colorado, the fourth largest city in the
state. Here the district operations staff enabled a systematic process of “relationship building” that generated
trust, respect, and mutual accountability across professional categories (architects, engineers, teachers) and
blue and pink collar trades and staff (plumbers, custodians, HVAC, kitchen), as well as across potential political
divisions among school board members and the broader public, including parents of school-age children.
The collaborative process reduced the risk to administrators when making bold choices. In this “flat-team”
approach, “everybody’s job is important” and staff are “empowered” to contribute knowledge and help drive
change. Student learning on sustainability has led to still other partnerships – for instance, with the Colorado
Alliance for Environmental Education, a professional nonprofit association and an affiliate of the North America
Environmental Education Association. The district’s cable TV station airs shows on sustainability, including one
in which students analyze climate data in the context of school building energy use. The expanded district team,
still comprising multiple professions and trades, has also come to include city and state government agencies
and state university centers on climate and sustainability – with the intent to partner with still more community
groups in citywide sustainability leadership. Such models are transferrable, and Civic GND grants to other
school districts can make them more so.30
Workplace democracy, a noble ideal going back more than a century and sometimes embedded in institutional
practice in the U.S. and Europe, will mean little in the coming years if it cannot develop the appropriate mix of
participatory, team-building, and technical and information skills to help make our private businesses and public
services sustainable. A CLEAN Future or Green New Deal must empower labor not just in wages and benefits,
as important as these are, but also in collaborative decision making and resilience skills, refined to be sure in
arenas still defined by labor-management contestation on other levels. Workers and unions that can step up to
the plate for this kind of Civic GND project will have still further strategic leverage and broader public support in
making all workplaces more rewarding, democratic, and just.
Prominent CEOs stressing the need for a new capitalism, more equitable and sustainable, can provide leadership
on the broad civics that must inform sustainable business strategies. Imagine grants that enable and incentivize
worker and employer associations collaborating to raise such perspectives to new prominence in their industries
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or across a city or region. Environmental organizations, such as the Environmental Defense Fund and Ceres, would
almost certainly step forward to help businesses and investors with creative proposals, as they have been doing on
related projects for the past three decades. Perhaps competitive federal grants can help make it shameful for business
and labor leaders to not at least apply for such Civic GND grants. Can they afford to be turned down because they are
not perceived as innovative enough to warrant support from the Commerce and Labor departments for, say a threeyear, $1million grant to develop a collaborative strategy? Let’s do the simple math again and ask what fifty such grants
might do in the first three years to spur new initiatives and establish models that can be diffused widely for the next
round of $50 million or $100 million, still only a few drops in the bucket of projected overall CLEAN Future or Green
New Deal spending.
The civic leadership of labor and business are both indispensable for a climate strategy that empowers everyday
people in communities and workplaces of all kinds. A Civic GND can help make this visible and possible, indeed
desirable in the eyes of the broad public and other institutions.

Corporation for National and Community Service
National service programs, especially those institutionalized through AmeriCorps beginning in the early 1990s,
can play an important role in a Civic GND. Melissa Bass, who has analyzed national service as “public policy for
democracy” in its three main periods of expansion (1930s, 1960s, 1990s), argues that the AmeriCorps variant has
embedded itself further into states, which have a large role in determining projects and controlling funding through
state service commissions, as well as into civic and social entrepreneurial innovations of recent years. This makes
them available for robust partnerships with the types of community-based groups, as well as the civic and professional
associations, that have been a large focus of this essay. Within the range of civic activities and “teachings” of
democracy that have characterized national service programs, AmeriCorps programs have generated ample space for
hands on public work to solve common problems and coproduce public goods and to build civic leadership through
teamwork, while also guarding against activities that can be perceived as partisan and hence potentially undermining
broad support.31
Such programs, funded and partially organized through the Corporation for National and Community Service (CNCS),
can play a critical role in sustainability and environmental stewardship, disaster response, and a range of other
community building initiatives. The National Civilian Conservation Corps (NCCC) enlists teams to work on community
projects across the country. FEMA Corps – part of NCCC – works directly with the Federal Emergency Management
Agency and can help to further bring to scale its “whole community” approach, first developed by the agency in
2011. The YMCA’s Earth Service Corps works on environmental service, habitat restoration, and leadership projects
through school and club projects. The Corps Network, funded partially through CNCS, includes some 130 local Corps
administered by cities, states, and nonprofits. They enlist young adults (ages 16-25) and veterans (up to age 35) in
disaster response, river restoration, reforestation, park conservation, prevention of wildfires, and home weatherization,
among other activities.
A Civic GND could help increase funding for such groups, strengthen multi-stakeholder state service commissions
that re-grant as well as raise additional dollars, and foster partnerships of many kinds. The numbers enrolled in such
programs through AmeriCorps, for a long time stuck at 75,000 per year due to lack of appropriations for the full
authorization of 225,000 (under the Edward M. Kennedy Serve America Act), could be increased stepwise but quite
significantly, while avoiding the conundrums and potential backlash of calls for universal service.
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Strategic Coordination and Policy Learning
Central to a CLEAN Future or Green New Deal that aims to mobilize civic, professional, and institutional assets for
the sustained work of resilience and transformation, are strategically configured policy and administrative designs
to enable community problem solving locally and regionally, while constraining perverse consequences. I noted
some of the potential downsides and unintended consequences in the general discussion of participatory policy
design above, such as exacerbating participatory inequalities, skewing civic voices, or promoting unjust outcomes.
Any systemic attempt to institutionalize an appropriate mix of designs must thus be both vigilant and corrective.
A Civic GND must also be designed to limit policy backlash from organized opponents to ambitious climate policy,
as well as from communities that might feel that their voices and local knowledge are excluded from resilience
planning, preparedness and disaster response, green workplace strategies, and hands-on ecosystem restoration.
As Eric Patashnik argues more generally on limiting policy backlash, we should design to “help load the dice in favor
of sustainable policy change.” Tackling climate change and resilience over the next decades is perhaps the most
complex strategic challenge that our system of governance has ever faced, and we need to be able to weather many
kinds of storms – natural, social, economic, political – and live to tell our shared democratic stories. A Civic GND
thus requires strategic coordination, policy learning, and democratic accountability on a scale unmatched. A Civic
GND should assuredly not be an artless afterthought or aimless add-on.32
A Green New Deal or CLEAN Future promises a bigger state, to be sure, but if it is not simultaneously a better
state, a more civically embedded and democratically accountable state, it will almost assuredly collapse of its own
weight, with a lot of help from honest skeptics as well as outright opponents. It will likely be replaced by something
far worse. Neither progressive state builders nor social movement mobilizers should assume that we will not
have to design a Civic GND to get appropriate mixes and feedbacks. These will not emerge spontaneously and
independently, although civic spontaneity and associational independence must remain key components of any
overall mix of organizational ecologies and policy designs.33
To begin to design policy strategically for a Civic GND, I suggest considering several institutional components, to be
appropriately part of congressional authorization and continued oversight of any CLEAN Future or Green New Deal.
• Civic GND 1-5 percent federal funding rule for civic infrastructure (above)
• Civic GND mission statements and strategic frameworks for federal agencies
• Civic GND office in the White House and national advisory committee

Civic Missions and Strategic Frameworks of Federal Agencies
Green New Deal or CLEAN Future funding that directly impacts communities, regions, and workplaces should
require relevant federal agencies to develop Civic GND mission statements – the why of appropriate civic
engagement in any given policy and institutional field – as well as Civic GND strategic frameworks mapping
pathways for the how of getting there.34
Mission statements: the WHY. These should state the purpose and importance of civic engagement in the CLEAN
Future or Green New Deal work of the agency, as well as through its specific offices and programs (with examples
and narratives to make accessible to broad publics, local actors, and lawmakers). Mission statements will have
many common elements, as well as ones that are agency- and office-specific. They should include such topics as:
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• co-production: civic action can help coproduce public goods vital to sustainability and resilience, as well as to the

core mission of the agency or office
• partnerships: communities can be robust partners of government and other stakeholders needed to solve problems
• local knowledge: can complement professional knowledge for better solutions and more effective collaboration

among partners
• local voice: especially but not only for frontline communities, is essential to develop environmentally just and

inclusive solutions
• agency authority: the agency rightly uses its authority and resources to enable local action, incentivize

collaboration, and catalyze broader networks for problem solving and collaborative governance among public
agencies, civic and professional associations, business and labor, and other institutions
• tool alignment: civic design should align properly with other agency tools and statutory requirements; they are not

a substitute for good regulation or other tools, such as market incentives, where appropriate
• dignity, efficacy, respect: all civic actors should be treated with dignity and respect, with important contributions

to make, and all stakeholders should be recognized as having legitimate interests and concerns
• American civic culture: supplies a rich foundation upon which to build, even though it has had serious defects in

terms of racial, gender, class, and other forms of inclusion; the agency builds upon the positive, but remains alert to
the serious challenges, and redesigns as needed
Strategic frameworks: the HOW. These should include a full panoply of tools and resources that are usable for
communities and partnerships working on distinct kinds of problems or across various communities, regions, and types
of institutional stakeholders. Among these should be:
• grants: available to enlist active partners, encourage collaborations across communities, professions, and

institutions; how these are made available and appropriate mixes to ensure multiple sources of initiative, such as
grants to cities, states, multi-stakeholder partnerships, professional associations and schools, unions and trade
associations, AmeriCorps
• toolkits: best practice guides, online and digital planning, scenario building, visualization, volunteer monitoring,

hands-on restoration, charrette models, logic models, collaborative and relational models, valuing models for
ecosystem restoration and similar projects; which partners are available within the agency or among civic and
professional intermediaries for training to use the most appropriate tools effectively; which grants are available to
such intermediaries to enable their work
• governance templates: required (as in NEP) or recommended; participation and deliberation recipes, relevant for

specific kinds of publics and problems
• lesson sharing: multiple types of evaluation within agency and through inspectors general, Government

Accountability Office and the like; external evaluations by NAPA and the broad range of academic and other
institutes; conferences and workshops with grantees and other partners, critical examination of best cases
• citizen advisory committees: list of existing and new Civic GND ones, with range of tasks most relevant;

establish according to the Federal Advisory Committee Act (FACA) requirement of “balance.” Design of mission
and strategy should be a shared endeavor among federal agencies and civic associations, rooted in learning from
local and state agencies, grassroots community groups, and other actors in the broader institutional field
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• alignment: how civic toolkits, grants, and governance templates can most appropriately align with statutes,

regulations, rules; how the agency remains alert to misalignment and responds correctively.35
In his far-reaching analysis of potential components of a Green New Deal, Jeremy Rifkin builds upon the
experience of peer assemblies in several regions of Europe, and suggests ways that these might be laterally scaled
in the U.S. as complementary forms of governance suitable to the “distributed, open-sourced, and laterally
scaled design and engineering principles” of a green post-carbon energy future. These assemblies would include
representatives from labor unions and chambers of commerce, elected officials and civic associations, economic
development agencies and universities, among others. While the participatory design details of these peer
assemblies remain vague, Rifkin has one proposal that is quite consistent with my stress on strategic federal
coordination to enable distributed and collaborative governance: that Congress provide a three-year grant of
$60 million to each state, conditional upon a match, to “establish and staff an operational center whose sole
purpose is to organize and coordinate peer assemblies across their cities and counties for the express purpose
of preparing Green New Deal roadmaps,” suitable to each city and region. The proposed CLEAN Future Act also
establishes an important role for state climate plans within a cooperative federalism framework.36

White House Office of Civic GND and National Advisory Committee
A White House office of Civic GND, working with appropriate staff at the Office of Management and Budget
(OMB), would provide overall strategic direction, and a national Civic GND advisory committee would advise
the White House/OMB group to provide robust civic guidance, learning, and evaluation across all GND-related
fields. The national advisory committee would build upon the work of the relevant citizen advisory committees
within agencies, interagency working groups, and perhaps state peer assembly centers, and would draw from
leading scholars and practitioners of public engagement from the National Academy of Public Administration,
the International City/County Management Association, the American Planning Association, the National
League of Cities, the American Society for Public Administration, and similar professional groups, as well as
leading professional schools, advocacy groups, and major organizations experienced in public participation.
Business and trade associations, as well as labor organizations, would also be appropriately represented, all
consistent with FACA. As in NEJAC, representatives of environmental justice communities would also have a
significant voice.
Where FACA does not permit formally constituted advisory committees, the White House office, along with
Civic GND federal agency staff, can hold regular workshops and conferences with civic and professional
associations to provide relevant input, feedback, and further strategic initiatives across the larger field.
Foundation funding would, of course, also be welcome in such endeavors, as would the collaboration of The
Funders Network for Smart Growth and Livable Communities, the Environmental Grantmakers Association, and
other strategic funder networks.
The overall design of a Civic GND must be a shared endeavor, with appropriate evaluation and continual
revision along a pathway that will be filled with much uncertainty, significant contention, and enormous
disruption by climate-related events. If designed and implemented well, a Civic GND can help to manage these
challenges in ways that contain conflict and backlash and help steer civic energies towards public work that is
co-productive, pragmatic, hopeful, and just.
Whether in this or some other variant, mechanisms for strategic coordination of civic policy design and iterative
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learning will be needed if a very large federal initiative such as a CLEAN Future Act or Green New Deal, with an
extraordinarily ambitious overall goal yet with many differentiated local and institutional actors and fields, is to be able
to help generate appropriate mixes of civic action. It is highly unlikely that one or two big participatory policy feedback
designs – as in Social Security or the G.I. Bill – could be crafted to serve this purpose.
Many other policy design components are available, and many others could be invented along the way, to be sure.
But all such designs have unintended and potentially perverse consequences in need of revision that is well attuned
to specific institutional logics, field dynamics, and power plays. No systemic ecology of deliberative, relational, and
co-productive forms of engagement are without such risks. Strategic field actors thus need to remain highly alert to
how these can best be configured and reconfigured to achieve overall policy goals, enhance equity and legitimacy, and
revitalize our civic democracy. An ambitious Green New Deal or CLEAN Future intent on saving our communities, our
country, and our planet for democratic habitation should attempt no less.

Concluding Thoughts
A Civic GND is not all there is to civics in an era of climate change, to be sure. Social movement action remains an
essential ingredient for shaking up our politics and waking up our populace. It will bring many people, especially
youth, into the arena of vital contestation and help ensure that, even as we begin to make more progress, we do not
become lazy and lulled. Movement protest challenges power imbalances at the national level, as well as in the many
community and institutional venues that do not take unjust distributions of power, resources, and risks seriously
enough. Movement mobilization can help ensure that we shift the balance of power in Congress and elect a supportive
president to be able to enact, fund, and sustain a CLEAN Future or Green New Deal, even if we may still disagree about
its size and components, indeed its nomenclature. Climate justice for frontline communities must be foremost, both
in movement action and in the design of a Civic GND. However, the rhetoric and symbols of a Civic GND must be
thoroughly inclusive of all communities and institutional stakeholders and remain focused on collaborative and coproductive action. There can be many synergies between climate movement and Civic GND, though some will also see
unwarranted tradeoffs.37
An important and distinct federal role in a Civic GND is warranted for a variety of reasons. First, a CLEAN Future Act
or Green New Deal would be a federal program, and thus the federal government, in collaboration with state and local
governments as well as civic and other associations, has a responsibility to try to get optimal civic mixes, given the
range of challenges in various community settings and institutional fields in which federal action will play out over the
coming decades. If large public investments are to be made, then some commensurate investments in a Civic GND
should be made to ensure effective, appropriate, well-aligned, and legitimate civic action. There exists much precedent
for such a federal role, many available civic repertoires and toolkits, professional associations ready to do their part,
and persistent interest among a broad array of community groups for federal support.
Second, as important as movement repertoires are in generating grassroots power, they have significant limits for
sustaining collaborative public work with democratic accountability. Unhinged from other forms of civic and pragmatic
institutional action, climate movement rhetoric sometimes tends toward metaphors of “all-out war” to repair all forms
of historic oppression in one interconnected and inseparable bundle of social justice programs and to “change virtually
all aspects of society on an extremely tight deadline.”38
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Such overwrought rhetoric, including declaring a “climate emergency,” may help mobilize, but it will not help
institutionalize, and it may very well erode social and political trust and legitimacy needed to sustain broadbased action over decades. Movements contest, but they often do not make for reliable governance partners
unless they, or some of the actors within them, shift their civic styles. Bicycle movements have contested
militantly, but also have come to collaborate with city traffic engineers in street design. Environmental justice
groups have protested vehemently, yet have often joined with professionals and public agencies to restore urban
rivers and watersheds or to anchor healthy community partnerships to reduce childhood asthma. A Civic GND
should leave as much room as possible for style shifts and blended forms of civic action, and should promote
civic and policy learning from multiple directions, including responding to protest. A Civic GND can enlist
enormous civic energies for grand purpose without veering into grandiose rhetoric that invites backlash.
The overall goal of a Civic GND must be to enhance public problem solving, civic trust, and democratic
governance across multiple types of communities and institutions. Democratic governance, especially for such
extended and uncertain challenges as climate change poses, must not only respond to conflict, but must also
seek to contain it and help direct it to co-producing public value with broad legitimacy. Government rightly
invests in civics to promote democratic governance and broad collaboration. It does not rightly invest in protest
that promotes conflict, as important as other resources for movement contestation will assuredly continue to be.
Third, a Civic GND must help to manage the cultural and emotional facets of climate change over the coming
decades of certain disruption and tempting despair. As social movement theorists argue, all movements face
strategic dilemmas on emotions. They develop cultural toolkits to help construct and manage emotions, to
integrate emotive elements with cognitive ones in framing problems and solutions, and to motivate action in
deep and ongoing fashion. Movements cultivate anger, elicit shame, and generate hope in various mixes and at
diverse junctures of political blockage and opportunity. Today our culture is divided on climate change not only
due to an organized countermovement of denial or a deficit in information, but because of a “cultural schism,” as
Andrew Hoffman most poignantly argues. End-Times prophets appear on the right and on the left, and ordinary
citizens will hear recurring messages of fatalism and despair. Climate futility can even be clever and entertaining,
while eroding our capacity to act.39
A robust Civic GND, as part of a Green New Deal or CLEAN Future Act, must help anchor democratic faith and
hope by enlisting us in deeply meaningful stewardship and the pragmatic work of making our communities and
institutions sustainable, resilient, and just. And by providing pathways, toolkits, and resources to enable our
young people to sustain an engaged and robust democracy throughout their lives and those of their own children
and grandchildren. Shame on us – civic, movement, political, professional, religious, cultural, educational,
business and labor leaders alike – if we cannot develop the policy and institutional supports to enable their work.
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